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Position: Full Time Shipping/Receiving/Logistics & Warehouse Coordinator  

Display Arts Worldwide is a custom display firm made up of highly creative professionals and exceptionally gifted, well-grounded 
craftsmen. Our clients trust us to consistently bring their brand to market with passion, innovation and great care – to help them 
achieve their goals. To be considered for this position, you must share Display Arts’ core values of Integrity, Diligence, Fun, 
Continuous Improvement and Teamwork.

Main fundamentals of this opportunity include, but are not limited to:

Accuracy in shipping & receiving client exhibit materials. This includes packing, loading, unloading and detailed, 
parts-intensive check-in of exhibit materials in cartons, wheeled shipping cases, pallets and large crates.

Processing of client shipping requests, including creating show/pick ticket in online inventory system, creating and processing 
computer work orders; review event details to accurately set appropriate ship dates and arrange for transportation of exhibit 
materials to and from events.

Professional communication with clients is a must. Excellent written and verbal communications skills required.

Check-in, inspect and document all client properties upon return from shows/events. Includes identifying missing or damaged 
items and updating online inventory records.

Complete minor repairs and provide detailed documentation on work performed.

Assist builders in set-up and dismantle of exhibits; assist with major repairs as needed (on-the-job training available); may 
occasionally assist in construction of exhibits.

Manual assembly of client product displays, training cases, etc. (small parts, multiple quantities and repeat orders apply).

Receive and manage client collateral for future shows.

Determine and record contents, weights & dimensions for all shipments. Attention to detail is critical for all applicable 
paperwork. Paperwork can include shipping/receiving reports, inventory forms, freight bills of lading, shipment labels, 
customs forms, etc.

Process shipments via UPS.com and FedEx.com systems. Label & stage packages for pick-up.

Familiarity with computers is necessary (will work in Excel and other databases).

Maintain highly accurate inventory records.

Receive vendor materials; includes inspection, order verification and reconciliation.

Implement LEAN tools & techniques for continuous improvement; assume ownership of maintaining a clean efficient 
warehouse.

Assist in keeping shop equipment and tools in working condition at all times.

Occasional exhibit setup and installation supervision (mainly local in-town travel, little to no out of town travel for this 
position).

Prefer fast learner who enjoys continually learning the details of a high volume of client inventories.

Ability to occasionally lift up to 70 lbs.

Ability to be trained as a certified forklift operator.

Mechanical ability: Familiarity with the use of woodworking tools (and/or a willingness to learn).

Experience in an exhibit house environment a plus.

To apply for this position, please send resume and salary requirements to info@displayarts.com.


